
 

Dear Fellow Shareholders: 

While 2022 was a challenging year for our business and most public Bitcoin mining companies, 
we delivered strong results while taking several important steps to survive the downturn in the 
crypto markets and best-position Stronghold for long-term success. While there’s still work to be 
done, we have made considerable progress on all fronts and believe that we have a robust platform 
as the only vertically integrated and environmentally beneficial public Bitcoin mining company to 
grow value for shareholders. 

Financial Performance: 

In 2022 we delivered revenue of $106 million, an increase of well over 200% compared to $31 
million in the prior year. Over the course of 2022, we also removed over 1 million tons of coal 
refuse from the environment and mined over 2,000 Bitcoin. We are proud of these achievements 
in light of the market volatility we experienced across both our Bitcoin mining and power 
operations. Our vertical integration and power market optionality provides distinct advantages 
over our peers and we are constantly looking at grid prices and Bitcoin mining economics and 
choosing whether to self-power our Bitcoin mining operations, sell power to the grid, or import 
power from the grid to power miners when grid pricing is lower than our variable cost of power.  

Executing on Our Strategy: 

We built Stronghold to be durable through market volatility and market downturns and we remain 
optimistic about the year ahead. Over the past nine months, we have made significant progress to 
deleverage, enhance liquidity, improve operational efficiency, and opportunistically rebuild our 
mining fleet to capitalize on improving trends within the crypto market. We anticipated and 
responded proactively to challenges in our markets while prioritizing liquidity to endure through 
a challenging environment while remaining opportunistic but disciplined in growing our miner 
fleet without additional leverage.  

We successfully restructured nearly our entire balance sheet, reduced debt by over 60% to $56 
million, and extended our mandatory amortization until July 2024. With the restructurings 
behind us, we are now laser-focused on scaling and optimizing our Bitcoin mining operations at 
each of our data centers. Through purchasing miners in a distressed, oversupplied market and 
through entering hosting agreements such as the previously executed Foundry deal, we think that 
we can grow hash rate in a highly capital efficient manner.  

We have also made progress in materially reducing expenses across our business through a 
combination of completing several one-time projects and rightsizing our business through in-



sourcing certain functions and improving overall efficiency to adjust to the current market 
environment. During the third quarter of 2022, we successfully completed planned outages at both 
our Scrubgrass and Panther Creek plants which represented the last of the major planned 
investments and expect to see more consistent and reliable power generation moving forward at 
both facilities. During the fourth quarter of 2022 and early 2023 we began to realize the benefits 
of these investments and are now better positioned to generate power at an improving and 
competitive cost going forward.  

As an environmentally beneficial public Bitcoin mining company we are also actively improving 
the environment in the communities where we operate. Our Bitcoin mining operations are 
powered through the reclamation of coal refuse sites across our two facilities in Pennsylvania 
and we realize benefits from selling beneficial use ash, a byproduct of the coal-refuse-to-energy 
process. In 2022, we realized a benefit of approximately $300,000 from a combination of 
incremental revenue and avoided disposal costs from sales of the beneficial use ash and expect to 
benefit further from this opportunity during 2023. 

Looking Ahead: 

Our vertical integration and power market optionality continues to provide us with strategic 
advantages over many of our peers, as does our data center infrastructure that is fully built out with 
additional slots open that we are actively looking to fill. Our efforts to build a stronger, more 
diversified business are already showing momentum and we have incredibly talented and 
dedicated employees that are the driving force behind our success. Despite the economic 
uncertainly we remain focused on our growth strategy and allocating our capital with a disciplined 
focus on generating value for shareholders. 

The management team at Stronghold remains highly aligned with shareholders as we collectively 
have over 45% ownership in the Company. Thank you for your continued support and confidence 
in our mission. I look forward to joining you at our upcoming virtual annual stockholders’ meeting 
on June 15, 2023. 

Sincerely, 

 

Greg Beard 

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
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